
How to Build 2 Simple Lego 
Ships

By: Caleb M Davis



Introduction
In this presentation, I will show you how to build 2 simple lego 
ships that all your lego minifigures and you will enjoy. 
Imagine that one of your minifigures needs to get away fast 
from something like an evil bigfig and the path is in air. Then 
all you need is to read this how to and build your minifigure a 
ship, or 2. Any gray words you 

can click if you need 
the definition



First ship



Pieces you will need

● 2 2x4 lego bricks
● 2 1x4 lego bricks
● 1 1x2 lego brick
● 1 lego steering wheel
● 1 lego seat
● 1 lego minifigure



Building It
1) First, connect the 2x4s perpendicular to each other with the thin side below the 
bigger side.

2) Place the 2 1x4s on the ends of the wings.

3) Put the 1x2 in the space left under the wings.

4) Place the steering wheel on the thin end of the ship and the seat goes in back 
of the steering wheel the lego minifigure sits on the seat. Once you are done with 
that then you are done with your first simple ship.
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Pieces you will need

● 2 3x1 plates
● 2 2x1 plates

● 2 black 1x1 plates
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Let’s Build
1) Connect the 3x1s perpendicular to each other one in the middle one on the 

end the thin side below the big side.
2) Place the 2x1s on the ends of the wings make sure you place them so that 

they are facing the front of the ship.
3) Last, put the 2 black 1x1s on top of each other and place the black 1x1x2 on 

the front as the steering wheel, now you are done.



Bold Word Glossary

● Minifigure: it is a small action figure
● Perpendicular: it means one of the things is smashing 

into the other thing’s side like this
● Bigfig: it is like a minifigure but

just bigger like this
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Conclusion

I hope all your minifigures enjoy my ships. Then again I hope 
you enjoyed building them. Now your minifigures don’t have 
to jump to get away from that bigfig. If you enjoyed then 
please comment that you enjoyed.



MEME BREAK TIME


